
   

 

   

 

                Uniform Policy 2023-2024 

FlynnO’Hara Uniforms serves as our uniform vendor and sells our required uniform elements and other 

accessories. The company website for Holy Family’s landing page is www.flynnohara.com/school/TX017 . 

There is also a FlynnO’Hara store in San Antonio that carries Holy Family’s uniforms should you be in their 

area. The address is 2108 NW Military Hwy., San Antonio, TX 78213. 

The “required” uniform elements are ones that must be worn on Mass days, group and individual picture 

days, and other specified days. Items listed as optional may be worn on other days.  These items must be 

purchased at FlynnO’Hara Uniforms.  

The following details are provided for the fully adopted uniform and their proper guidelines: 

 PreK-4 Girls PreK-4 Boys 

Required Bottoms (purchased 

through the vendor) 

Plaid jumper Youth Navy Pull On Pants (PreK 
required, K optional) or Boys 
Navy Flat Front Pants 
 

Optional Bottoms (purchased 
through the vendor) 

-Navy pants 
-Plaid skort 

-Youth Navy Pull On Shorts 
(PreK and K)  
-Boys Navy Flat Front Shorts 

Required Top (purchased 
through the vendor) 

White puff sleeve blouse with 
navy piping (or long sleeve 
blouse with piping) 

White oxford shirt (short or long 
sleeve) 
 

Optional Top (purchased 
through the vendor) 

White or light blue logoed polo White or light blue logoed polo 
 

 5-8 Girls 5-8 Boys 

Required Bottoms (purchased 

through the vendor) 

Plaid Knife Pleated Skirt  Khaki flat front pants 

Optional Bottoms (purchased 
through the vendor) 

Khaki skort  
Khaki pants 

Khaki flat front shorts worn 
fingertip length of longer 

Required Top (purchased 
through the vendor) 

Light blue short-sleeved blouse 
 

Light blue oxford (short or long 
sleeve) 

Optional Top (purchased 
through the vendor) 

White or navy blue logoed knit 
shirt 

White or navy blue logoed knit 
shirt 

Optional P.E. Uniform 
(purchased through the vendor) 

-Logoed navy basketball short 
-Logoed grey athletic t-shirt 

-Logoed navy basketball short 
-Logoed grey athletic t-shirt 

 All Girls All Boys 

Socks/Tights -Solid black, white, or navy blue 
socks with no logo 
-Solid black, white or navy blue 
tights 
- no logos, patterns, or sequins 
are allowed 
 

-Solid black, white, or navy blue 
socks 
- no logos, patterns, or sequins 
are allowed 
 

Shoes -Saddle shoes in navy and white 
-All white (including stitching and 
logo) athletic shoes* 
*Velcro required for PK-K 

-All black (including stitching and 
logo) athletic shoes* 
*Velcro required for PK-K 



   

 

   

 

P.E. Shoes Students in grades 2-8 may 
wear uniform shoes or bring 
athletic shoes to change into for 
p.e. class. 

Students in grades 2-8 may 
wear uniform shoes or bring 
athletic shoes to change into for 
p.e. class. 

Belt-required for all pants with 
belt loops 

black, solid leather or braided 
belt 

black, solid leather or braided 
belt 

Inside 

jackets/sweater/sweatshirts 

(purchased through our vendor) 

-Logoed navy fleece jacket  
-Logoed dark grey or navy  
sweatshirt  
-Logoed navy pull over or 
cardigan sweater  
 

-Logoed navy fleece jacket  
-Logoed dark grey or navy  
sweatshirt  
-Logoed navy pull over or 
cardigan sweater 
 

 

Additional Guidelines for All Students 

 All Girls All Boys 

Hair Natural in color 
Eyes should be visible 
Worn in a non-distracting style 

Natural in color 
Eyes should be visible 
Should not exceed the 
eyebrows, mid ear or the top of 
the uniform shirt 

Shirts Shirts must be tucked in 
throughout the day unless the 
no-tuck oxford is worn 

Shirts must be tucked in 
throughout the day 

Undershirts t-shirt worn under the shirt may 
not show at the collar or sleeve 

t-shirt worn under the shirt may 
not show at the collar or sleeve 

Earrings One small stud earring per ear 
may be worn in the earlobe. 
Hoop earrings are not permitted. 

One small stud earring per ear 
may be worn in the earlobe. 
Hoop earrings are not permitted. 

Jewelry Scapulars and religious medals 
are allowed to be worn tucked 
inside the blouse or shirt 

Scapulars and religious medals 
are allowed to be worn tucked 
inside the blouse or shirt 

Wristwatches Wristwatches are allowed. Any 
device that is “smart” must have 
the capabilities disabled during 
the school day. Examples of 
“smart” include the ability to take 
videos, take pictures, connect to 
the internet, text, or receive 
emails 

Wristwatches are allowed. Any 
device that is “smart” must have 
the capabilities disabled during 
the school day. Examples of 
“smart” include the ability to take 
videos, take pictures, connect to 
the internet, text, or receive 
emails 

Nail Polish Clear nail polish is permitted No nail polish permitted 

Make-up Students in grades 7 and 8 may 
wear foundation, powder, 
concealer, clear lip gloss, and 
mascara 

No makeup permitted 

Other accessories Any other accessories including 
but not limited to tattoos, 
temporary tattoos, bracelets, or 
rings are not permitted to be 
worn.  

Any other accessories including 
but not limited to tattoos, 
temporary tattoos, bracelets, or 
rings are not permitted to be 
worn. 

 

 

 



   

 

   

 

Spirit-dress Guidelines 

• Students should follow the guidelines for the uniform policy.  

• The only change to the uniform policy is that students are permitted to wear a Holy Family Catholic 

School t-shirt or sweatshirt.  

Themed-dress and Non-uniform guidelines 

• Students are expected to be neat and well groomed, following the standards of modesty and good 

taste. Parents should assist children with choosing clothing that matches the theme and is 

appropriate for the school day.  

• Clothing should cover the abdomen.  

• Clothing with writing, embroidery or advertising that is obscene, offensive, or in contradiction to the 

teachings of the Church are not permitted. In addition, students may not wear, distribute, or display 

items that promote a political agenda, campaign, cause or individual running for political office.  

• Open-toed shoes are not permitted.  

• Students are required to wear the appropriate themed spirit shirt for the day. 

 


